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  OPEN FOR BUSINESS   
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   Planned & Coordinated All of the Pre-Opening and Opening

Requirements with the Build-Out Phase

   

     

  
With the Punch List complete, the employee training over, plus all local, state and 
federal government permits and licenses obtained, Café Tango opened for business
on August 1, 2002…$403,000 over budget.  The one and only reason for being so

 

   

   

  
Adapted to Market

Demands by

Modifying Focus of

Business

outrageously over budget was due to construction costs.
This had a major impact on the operation of the business
like the marketing - advertising and promotion budget to get
people into the store. 

 

   

   

   

  Gourmet coffee, tea and other beverages were supposed  

  to be the primary focus and source of revenue for the business. This is what the
store
was designed to be.  Lunch and desserts were supposed to play a minor part of
the
product mix, accounting for 20% of business’s source of revenue.  However,
because
of the store’s location and idiosyncrasies of the demographics, the opposite
occurred.

 

   

   

   

  A few months after opening, Café Tango
began to focus on food.  Specifically, serving
lunch to the small businesses and large
corporations in the various office complexes

Original Focus of Business

was Supposed to be 

Gourmet Coffees & Teas

 

   

   

  and buildings in the area.  This was something the store was not designed to do
since it did not have a kitchen.  Nevertheless, I worked with what I had, and the
strategic decision to change the business concept resulted in a substantial increase
in revenue.  Coffee and beverages became 20% of the business's source of
revenue, with 80% coming from food sales - in just two hours.

 

   

   

   

   

   Gained Experience

Revising Budgets

Due to High

Construction Costs

Sadly, despite spending tens of thousands of dollars on
advertising and changing the focus of the business from
being an upscale coffeehouse to an upscale soup, salad
and sandwich "cafe", the business struggled to reach
viability.

 

    

    

    

   Even getting a beer & wine license and having many live events had minimal
impact on profitability. Though parking would have made a world of difference for
the original concept, the superiority of Cafe Tango's products -- awarding winning
coffees and highly acclaimed wraps, salads and soups, is proof that the cultural
and behavioral aspects of a business's location is crucial to financial viability.

 

    

    

    

    

     Increased Revenue with Strategic Decision

 to Change Business Concept --

 -- Despite Structural  Limitations

   

        

        

   
Conclusion : Downtown Stamford just isn't conducive to the coffeehouse culture. 
Serving truly gourmet coffees and teas in Downtown Stamford is like a restaurant 
serving calamari in Kentucky or grits in Greenwich, CT.  But since being able to
adjust a business's focus is crucial in today's highly competitive business world...

 

    

    

    

                

   Skills & Abilities Needed to Open a F&B Business
 Verbal and Written Communication Skills
 Foresight and Planning Skills to Achieve Concept Envisioned
 Ability to Coordinate all Phases and Functional Areas
 Architectural & Design Skills from Customer Flow to Ergonomic Position of
Equipment
 Legal knowledge from Contract Negotiations to Obtaining Permits
 Menu Development Including Pricing
 Knowledge of Food and Beverage Equipment to Office Supply Needs 
 Ability to Determine and Source Quality Products: Food & Beverage to Furniture
 Strong Determination to Keep Projects Going Despite Set-backs or Obstacles
 Financial Capital.

 

    

    

    

    

    

          

          

          

          

                   

                     


